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8:35 REGISTRATIONS

9:00 BREAKFAST

10:00 Session 1 – Customer  
Journey Mapping

Facilitators: Melanie Lambert, Consutlant, ThinkHuman, 
Christine Inkster, Service Centre Team Leader, CoWT

Description: Following on from Thursday’s presentation 
on Customer Journey Mapping with Melanie Lambert  
of ThinkHuman and Christine Inkster, City of West Torrens, 
Service Centre Team Leader, this workshop aims to 
provide a “how to get started” with customer journey 
mapping.

Outcome/Session Goal: 

• Helping you see how people interact with our councils
• Consideration of the customer engagement at different 

stages of the customer journey
• Providing you the ability to discern the desired and 

actual customer experience
• Helping you consider CJM when determining  

priorities and digital solutions

10:00 Session 1 – LGA Squiz and  
My Local Services App

Facilitator: John Mundy, ESP Manager, Local Government 
Association of SA

Description: In this session, John Mundy from the LGA will 
give an overview of the procurement process to appoint 
Squiz, why the CMS solution was selected and the benefits 
of the LGA Squiz platform. John will provide an update on 
the progress of the Squiz implementation including:

• LGA Squiz framework and collaboration roadmap 
• Web Solutions Advisory Group (WSAG) membership  

and role
• Early adopter councils 
• Preparation steps for on-boarding councils 

Outcome/Session Goal: 

• Gain understanding of what LGA Squiz platform can deliver
• Overview of the website migration process
• Insight into the collaboration roadmap 
• Understand which councils are involved and how  

you can work collaboratively with other councils  
and the LGA to leverage the platform

11:00 Session 2 – Enterprise Mobility

Facilitators: Michelle Collins, Team Leader Planning & 
Business Engagement Services, City of Salisbury  
Laura Fischetti, Team Leader Information Management 
and Service Desk, City of Salisbury

Description: The City of Salisbury has decided to embrace 
enterprise mobility as part of the move to the new Salisbury 
Community Hub building later this year. They have started 
the process to  move from a more traditional working 
environment to a more contemporary agile way of working. 
This means staff will no longer be tied to a specific desk 
limited by technology based restrictions or constraints. 

To assist with understanding the operational model for a 
modern, mobile and flexible work environment the City of 
Salisbury has created a pilot space within its current office 
to test technology options.

This session is to share the lessons Salisbury has learnt 
and how you could avoid the gotcha’s and the change 
management heartaches but also hear about the benefits 
that have already been realised. 

11:00 Session 2 – Ethics for AI

Facilitator: James Roberts, Manager Business  
Systems & Solutions, City of Unley

Description: Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology is 
accelerating Digital Transformation in many industries, 
including Local Government. As AI begins to deliver on 
efficiencies and savings, how do we manage the potential 
negative aspects? In this session we will discuss the 
impact of job automation on staff,  maintaining authentic 
interaction with our communities and handling mistakes 
and discrimination in AI decision making.

Outcome/Session Goal: 

• Initiate discussion about implications of AI in  
Local Government

• List of approaches for handling ethical considerations  
in the application of AI

(contd. next page)



(contd. next page)

Session 2 – Enterprise Mobility 
(continued)

Come along to learn a few tips and tricks if you are 
thinking of moving to enterprise mobility or share some  
of your own experiences.

Outcome/Session Goal: 

• How can you accommodate a one size fits all solution
• Lessons learnt on selecting hardware
• Key things to consider for change management
• Key things to consider when coordinating the rollout
• Impacts on the Service Desk and supporting new devices 

11:30 WORKING MORNING TEA

12:00 Session 3 – DPTI Planning Portal

Facilitator: Chris Horsell, Manager Knowledge and 
Technology Services, The Barossa Council

Description: What Planning have you done to prepare 
your site for electronic assessment with the new portal?

What should you be thinking about and what haven’t you 
thought about.

Outcome/Session Goal:

• An understanding about the changing environment.
• List of items to consider in preparation for the transition.

12:00 Session 3 – Business Intelligence 
and Data Management. What 
are you trying to measure? What 
problems are you trying to solve?

Facilitator: Stephen Yates, Spatial and Business 
Intelligence Analyst, City of Unley

Description: Flexible and affordable Business Intelligence 
platforms are experiencing rapid uptake, and many 
Councils are jumping on the “Power BI” bandwagon to 
deliver valuable insights.

 In this workshop we will ask participants to share 
strategies and approaches around data modelling and 
governance, and how we ensure insights are being used 
to solve business problems and achieve outcomes.

Outcome/Session Goal:

• Lists of recommendations for data governance
• High value, successful reports
• Business problems and actual questions being answered

1:00 Session 4 –  
The Practical Aspects of GDS21

Facilitator: Di Colls, Team Leader Information 
Management, City of West Torrens

Description: Based around the recently released 
GDS21v5, this session will look at the practical aspects 
of managing records based on GDS21v5 including day 
boxing, destruction of records and how to capture related 
metadata.  Participants will have the opportunity to share 
how their GDS21 journey is progressing and discuss 
any issues or concerns they may have.  This workshop 
will provide practical advice for those who don’t have 
GDS21 accreditation and provide some insights on the 
accreditation process.

Outcome/Session Goal

• Gain advice, tips and traps relating to GDS21
• Share the collective knowledge of the IM community 

relating to GDS21

1:00 Session 4 – GIS SIG

Facilitator: Kym Barnett, Geospatial & Applications 
Developer, City of Burnside

Description: This session provides an opportunity for  
GIS professionals and enthusiasts alike to get together  
to discuss current challenges and future trends in this area 
of growing importance to local government. One potential 
subject of interest may be the SA Government’s plans 
to implement the Geocentric Datum of Australia 2020 
(GDA2020) and its implications for practitioners in local 
government in South Australia. GDA2020 will address 
tectonic drift, ellipsoidal heights and crust deformation 
issues not addressed by GDA94. Are you ready to make 
the shift to GDA2020? 

Outcome/Session Goal

• Current GDA2020 status and plans of Councils known.
• Potential issues and strategies for implementing 

GDA2020 identified.
• Other current GIS issues or emerging trends identified 

and potential strategies highlighted. 



1:30 WORKING LUNCH

2:00 Session 5 – Records Archiving

Facilitator: Danna Slessor-Cobb, Knowledge 
Management Officer, The Barossa Council

Description: With the upcoming changes to GDS20  
(Now GDS40) its a good moment for local government 
agencies to examine the ways we think about records 
retention and archiving.  

Adapting to changes in records classification from 
permanent to temporary has many implications across 
IM.  What choices is your organisation making to deal 
with some of the upcoming changes? How does your 
organisation approach it’s “history”? This workshop 
will aim to provide a collaberative space to discuss the 
changing archiving needs of our organisations. 

Outcome/Session Goal:

• Definition of what Archiving means to Council
• How does GDS changes potentially impact Archiving
• List of actions to consider in relation to Records 

Archiving within Council

2:00 Session 5 – IoT: Sensing Silver 
Bullets with the Internet of Things

Facilitator: Nathaniel Mason, Business Solutions Team 
Leader, City of Tea Tree Gully

Description: We’ve heard the buzz and seen the marketing 
hype. We’ve been told it can do anything, but there is no 
silver bullet for choosing successful IoT use cases. Even 
those who are on the IoT journey are still working out what 
it does and how it works, but there are certainly use cases 
in practice that work, lessons that have been learned, and 
knowledge we can share to benefit Local Government 
across SA. This workshop will aim to produce a shared 
list of IoT use cases in practice that are supporting actual 
business outcomes, generating revenue or achieving 
efficiencies. We’ll include discussion for gotcha’s and 
recommendations from those who’ve tried and questions 
from those who are still thinking about it to share.

Outcome/Session Goal:

• Shared list of IoT use cases in practice, and supporting 
actual business outcomes

• Tips to engage and facilitate business ownership
• Gotcha’s and recommendations from those who’ve tried

3:00 Session 6 –  
SALGMA (Microsoft Affiliation)

Facilitator: Tyler Osborne, Account Executive, Data#3

Description: Any council in SA can now access Microsoft 
Enterprise Agreement licencing. Following on from the 
launch of the SALGMA arrangements and webinar, this 
workshop aims to further explain the opportunity and help 
people get started on a SALGMA journey. The workshop 
will include input from the LGAP and Microsoft.

Outcome/Session Goal:

The session will improve the collective understanding of:

• What is available via the SALGMA
• Consideration when choosing between O365 vs M365
• The access you will have to your Microsoft licencing 

information
• The Trading Floor and the ability tor “true-up” or  

“true-down”
• How to join the SALGMA

3:00 Session 6 – Open Data – Policy, 
Framework and Implementation  
for Councils but can we deliver  
a strategic Open Data initiative  
for Greater Adelaide 

Facilitator: Shane Devereaux, Coordinator Technology 
Services, City of Charles Sturt

Description: A number of Councils have made in-roads 
to Open Data however very few Local Government 
Municipalities across Australia have signed Open Data 
Charters or have Policies and that adhere to Open Data 
standards. The City of Charles Sturt has been working with 
the City of Edmonton ( Canada ) to implement an initiative 
to deliver an Open Data Project. The workshop is to better 
understand Open Data principles, share experiences, 
share artefacts and consider how Councils can collaborate 
to establish Open Data initiatives to provide maximum 
benefit for consumers of Open Data. Open Data doesn’t 
stop at Council boundaries – standardised aggregated 
Open Data will have the most value.

Outcome/Session Goal:

• Evaluate the maturity of Open Data between Councils
• Share the collective knowledge and experience of  

Open Data
• Discuss potential to collaborate to develop a united 

approach to Open Data – an Open Data Working Group 

4:00 CLOSE



REGISTRATIONS

Register online at www.lgitsa.com.au/events.  
For further information, contact the Event Coordinator  
on 0408 801 026 or events@lgitsa.com.au.

REGIONAL SUBSIDY

Member Councils outside of a 100km radius (from 
principal Council office) of the Adelaide CBD may  
be eligible for a $100 subsidy (per participant and 
excluding GST) to assist with  travel and accommodation. 
For further information and to apply for this subsidy, 
please email treasurer@lgitsa.com.au at the same  
time as registration.  

CANCELLATION POLICY

Cancellation must be received in writing five (5) working 
days prior to date of the conference or registration  
fees still apply. Substitutes are welcome. 

COSTS (INCLUDING GST)

Conference, Workshop & Dinner Member $555

Conference & Workshop  
(no dinner) Member

$480

Workshop Only Member $190

Register online at www.lgitsa.com.au/events

Blinded by the Light - Friday 3 May 2019

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS


